Believe it or not?

- EnAble India has been working towards empowering the visually impaired through computer trainings from past 15+ years.
- It has trained 700 + direct unique candidates from 15 + states and 5,000 indirect candidates across 20 + states. 48% of our direct unique beneficiaries come from rural background.
- EnAble India are pioneers in opening private sector jobs for the visually impaired. 183 job roles across 27 sectors are opened for visually impaired and created role models for the next generation.
- Our teaching and evaluation methodology has been adopted by IGNOU (evaluation methodology) and the Maharashtra board (Teaching and evaluation methodology)
- Through capacity building Enable India was able to train 150+ trainers who in-turn train the candidates at various place across India. These include visually impaired trainers.
- We have helped around 30 organisations to provide computer training for visually impaired.
- EnAble India has transcended national boundaries and spread content in countries like Mauritius, Nepal, Afghanistan, Gambia, Nigeria, Peru and US.

How have we done this?

- **World-class methodology:** We have evolved the methodology of teaching computers and employability for visually impaired over the years to enable visually impaired to:
  - Work with quality consciousness and prevent errors.
  - Work with efficiency on par with sighted colleagues.
  - Gain awesome attitude to work in competitive job market.
  - Gain exposure to lead a quality life with dignity.(real world scenarios, understand sighted perspective)
  - Use the Flip model for teaching themselves: candidates prepare topics by themselves using self-learning material and student manuals. This encourages self-learning, peer interaction where the trainer is only the observer.

- **Courses are standardised:** Keeping the visually impaired candidates needs in mind, different courses have been evolved and standardised.

- **Embracing Technology:** Spelling tool and EYE tool (Educate Yourself Easily), a tool to provide automated feedback to the computer learners) developed by EnAble India are considered as catalysts for learning and help to scale the impact of our training.

- **Content available:** Detailed step by step trainer, student manuals, practical exercises are available to run the different courses and training programs.

- **Processes in place:** for running various programs in-house and off site.

- **Capacity building** has evolved over the years by running TOT (Training of the Trainer) programs with other organizations and NGOs.

- **Worked with partners** to spread these programs and trainings in India and abroad too.

- **Reached 25,000 beneficiaries** indirectly and aiming to reach more.

By training Visually Impaired to be trainers: Visually impaired trainers teach visually impaired candidates. 100% of our trainers are either low vision or visually impaired. They are the best people to connect to the needs of the candidates

**Enhance your skills**

Get in touch with us, at ctvi@enableindia.org, for more information about training.
Meanwhile, go to Enable Academy to enhance your computer and employability skills.
New to computers? Order the “Learn Computers on your Own” publication, to learn the basics of computer. You can order the publication for free by clicking on this link: http://www.enableacademy.org/register/?order=555

Want to enhance your skills and employability, to improve your career, or increase chances of getting job? Take the “Enhance Your Skills for Visually Impaired” tutorial on Enable Academy, by clicking here: http://www.enableacademy.org/tutorials/enhance-your-skills-for-visual-impaired/113/